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Executive Summary
HAIVISIO is an ambitious Coordination and Support Action project aimed at
enhancing visibility and awareness of the results generated by eHealth, Active
Ageing and Independent Living projects, supporting community building around
these results, through a series of communication and synergy exploitation
activities.
To this end, by October 2014, three Awareness and Networking events, two
Training courses and a matchmaking meeting have been organised.
The Dissemination plan was delivered in May 2014. The strategy aimed at
transferring the attained knowledge and project results to the targeted audience
and includes a number of dissemination targets to:


Review current status, opportunities and prepare the ground for the
expected impact



Address stakeholders, projects and their results



Systematic use of a variety of dissemination techniques / means to reach
and involve the target groups

The implementation of the Dissemination plan from May 2014 till October 2014 has
been very successful. The current document provides details on the undertaken
activities during the period between May and October 2014.
In HAIVISIO’s first year of operation, the project built the infrastructure needed for
dissemination and focused on the creation of target audience, composed of the:
 Network of Interest: a group of key stakeholders currently active in
research and innovation in eHealth, Active Ageing and Independent Living,
as well as those who will benefit from it, including representatives of older
people, families, caregivers, health and social care professionals and local
and regional decision-makers.
 Community Group: a group comprised of people/organisations/projects
interested in information, ideas and connections with like--minded
professionals in the field of eHealth, Active Ageing and Independent Living.
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1 Abbreviations and acronyms
AR

Assigned reviewers

CA

Consortium Agreement

DoW

Description of Work

EB

Executive Board

EDM

Exploitation & Dissemination Manager

ERAM

Ethical & Regulatory Aspects Manager

GA

Grant Agreement

MT

Management Team

PA

Project Administrator

PC

Project Coordinator

PM

Person Month

PO

Project Officer

QA

Quality Assurance

RE

Restricted to the consortium and other defined groups

SC

Scientific Committee

SM

Scientific Manager

WP

Workpackage

Tbd

To be defined

WPL

Workpackage Leader
Table 1. Abbreviations and acronyms
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2 Vision
Since the beginning of the project, during our dissemination activities we follow the
main vision of the dissemination plan, described at the first version of this report.

Figure 1: Dissemination strategy

HAIVISIO dissemination plan main vision is to:


Increase the visibility to the general public of project results from
eHealth, Active Ageing and Independent Living projects, through events.
(through dissemination activities).



Support collaboration among eHealth, Active Ageing and Independent
Living projects to share their results, bring them closer through invitation to
join a community and afterwards through highlighting best-practices and
project research.



Promote best practises and project research and innovation assets to
increase their impact on the society and to bridge the existing gap between
ICT research and innovation results in eHealth, Active Ageing and
Independent Living.

Thus, the dissemination strategy has the following goals:


Review current status, opportunities and prepare the ground for the
expected impact



Address stakeholders, projects and their results



Systematic use of a variety of dissemination techniques / means to reach
and involve the target groups



Integrate knowledge coming from projects and maximise HAIVISIO impact
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3

Dissemination phases

Following the Dissemination plan, the reporting period covers the second phase.
During this period we are continuously maintaining the website content and
functionalities. Besides, we organised 3 Awareness and Networking events, 2
Training sessions, and a synergy event. During this period, our dissemination
activities aimed to reach and engage the Network of Interest members mainly and
identify their needs and expectations from our project. In the meantime, we are
working towards the collaboration between projects, stakeholders, and
organisations. The current main outcomes include the assets mapping of 17
projects while the expected impact will be to create synergies among projects and
integrate knowledge from different assets.

Main
objectives

Main
Target
audiences

Key
Dissemination
channels

Phase

Project
months

Phase I

0-6

Low-mild

 Review the
current
status,
opportunitie
s
 Address
stakeholders
, projects,
and results

Network of
Interest

Project Website,
Awareness and
Networking
events,
Brochures,
Social Media

Phase
II

6-24

Strong

 Maximise its
impact
 Engage
more
projects and
stakeholders

Network of
Interest,
Community
Group

Training events,
Synergy event,
Awareness and
Networking
events, project
Website,
Social Media

Intensity

Table 2: Dissemination phases

All reached outcomes of M12 are described in detail at chapter 6 “Dissemination
impact assessment”.
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4 Target audiences
4.1 Overview
In the first version of the Dissemination plan we have defined that our target
audience includes those active in the field of eHealth, Active Ageing and
Independent Living. During this period we have enlarged the contact list we keep
through our dissemination activities, e.g. from the events we organised and the
events we participated in, etc.
To sum up, the current audience of HAIVISIO is comprised by:


EU Research and Innovation projects (FP7:CIP, CSA Thematic Networks,
AAL)



European Innovation Partnership on Active and Healthy Ageing (EIP-AHA)



European Knowledge and Innovation Communities (KICs)



Joint Programming Initiative (JPI) "More Years, Better Lives”



External stakeholders (contacts from the European Commission, universities
and research institutes, NGOs and industry)

The main results of our dissemination activities focus to:


the coordination of the communication activities among relevant projects,
based on the identified research and innovation project assets



the promotion of project results, and therefore their impact, through the
organisation of dedicated events



the creation of collaboration cases among
stakeholders, though the networking events

projects

and

external

To reach the expected impact, we have carried out the following dissemination
activities:
A. We keep them continuously informed about the project progress through
informative material:


Newsletters



Press release



Social Media accounts

B. We approach them to gather their feedback, promote
investigate potential synergies by the following means:

results

and



Invitation to a personal interview; send by DKiT in the context of asset
identification



Questionnaires for the interviews; assist consortia to characterise their ehealth, ageing well and independent living projects, in a way that helps
identify
opportunities
for
further
collaboration
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/HAIVISIO-survey
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Workshop/event participation;
o

o

We have invited them at two training and advise events that we
organised offering them “Training course on Dissemination and
Communication Techniques and Tools for European projects”:


The 1st training event took place on 4th May 2014, in the context
of 2014 “eHealth Forum” in Athens. All relevant information is
public available at http://haivisio.eu/training-course/ .



The 2nd one took place on 9th October 2014, in the context of The
“OPEN DAYS 12th European Week of Regions and Cities” in
Brussels. All relevant information is public available at
http://haivisio.eu/haivisio-2nd-training-course/

We motivate them to get the benefit of this community by sending
invitations to join the Awareness and Raising events we
organise;


Workshop “Paving the way for e-Health, active ageing and
independent living products and services generated by European
Research & Innovation projects” 9 October 2014, Brussels,
Belgium. More information: http://haivisio.eu/haivisio-workshopin-brussels/



The 2014 eHealth Forum in Athens 12-14 May 2014, Athens,
Greece More information: http://haivisio.eu/haivisio-workshopin-athens/



The Roundtable “From projects to products: aligning assets for
Active and Healthy Ageing in the Silver Economy” 22 September
2014, Brussels, Belgium.



More information:
brussels/

http://haivisio.eu/haivisio-roundtable-in-

C. We have uploaded all the presentations, photos and training material at
the
aforementioned
web-pages
and
we
promoted
them
to
all
interested/potential users who didn’t participate in our events, to get the
material they need.
D. We have gathered the assets of registered projects at the HAIVISIO website
for their benefit, so that the target audience who registered at the website can
find contacts for projects with common assets.
The above contacts have been grouped under two different categories:
a. Network of Interest: Contacts who were exposed to both interpersonal
and mass media communication (active contributors, interested/potential
users, passive/non-responsive users). The expected impact of HAIVISIO is
threefold:
o

Advise and training to help projects plan dissemination and
exploitation activities, through dedicated events.

o

Collaboration establishment, helping them to search for partners
and projects through HAIVISIO online community.

o

Enhanced visibility and potential of project
registering to the HAIVISIO online community.

Copyright © HAIVISIO Consortium
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b. Community Group: in this category belong those who receive only mass
media communication, e.g Social Networking engagement.
More details in this respect are provided at the following section.

4.2 Network of Interest
The thorough description about the Network of Interest is presented at the report
D4.8 Network of Interest Report. In this chapter we provide a description of the
dissemination activities carried out targeted to this audience and the
corresponding results.
As already described at the previous version of the Dissemination report, we divide
the Network of Interest members into the following categories:


Active contributors: We have 17 contacts of EU Research and Innovation
projects (FP7, CIP, AAL) (DEM@CARE, REWIRE, Linked2Safety, PALANTE,
REACTION, ACCOMPANY, MyHealthAvatar, INTERSTRESS, DALI, USEFIL,
Softcare, GIRAFF+, FATE, CONTRAST, GRANATUM, SALUS, epSOS), who
have been interviewed by DKIT. They have expressed a great interest in
HAIVISIO and they have provided the assets of their projects.



Interested/potential users: We have 60 members who responded to our
invitation request and registered to HAIVISIO website their profiles, their
projects, the organisation they are working for, and the project assets.



Passive/non-responsive users: At present, we have a contact list of 988
passive/non-responsive users to whom we have send invitation email letters
but they have remained non-responsive after three emails. They have also
received invitations to the events we organised, as well as updates about
the project progress.

4.2.1 Active contributors
The communication activities that take place to reach and engage the active
contributors
include
mainly
interpersonal
communication
techniques
(interviews, events, online community) and of course information about project
updates through the mass media communication. More specifically, phone
interviews were scheduled with 27 project coordinators. The discussion topic was
about the project assets, the corresponding plans for exploitation, and the value of
their asset dissemination through HAIVISIO. After the interviews, all coordinators
registered to the HAIVISIO website their projects, and their assets. After that,
17 coordinators during a second phone interview discussed about potential
synergies providing more details about their project assets.
Then main outcome of the above current activities is the publication of the paper
“BRIDGING THE CHASM from research and innovation to sustainable socioeconomic impact” Towards a Collaboration Platform to Improve the Exploitation of
Assets from EU Funded R&D in Active and Healthy Ageing (ANNEX A). This paper is
available online for downloading and it currently counts 38 downloads. Moreover,
this paper has been printed and circulated during:
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The Roundtable “From projects to products: aligning assets for Active and
Healthy Ageing in the Silver Economy” that HAIVISIO project team
organised in the context of “EU Marketplace for eHealth & EIP on Active and
Healthy Ageing” part of the “Growing the Silver Economy in Europe”. The
audience was comprised by SMEs, project partners and associations active in
the field of Ageing well, e-health, and Independent Living. Two roundtables
took place during the day and 10 participants joined each session.



The workshop “Paving the way for e-Health, active ageing and independent
living products and services generated by European Research & Innovation
projects” organised by HAIVISIO team in the context of “The OPEN DAYS
12th European Week of Regions and Cities”. The audience was comprised by
130 participants from EU projects, public authorities, SMEs and Universities.

The impact is threefold:


The promotion of 17 active project assets of active contributors, to the
audience of both events.



The evaluation of the HAIVISIO Reference Framework Model and the
Strategy Exploration model, based on audience feedback.



The dissemination of HAIVISIO project findings to the audience, aiming to
improve their business model and facilitate market uptake of their
products/services.

The results of the mapping exercise are described thoroughly at D2.2 Research
and Innovation Project Assets Report. The dissemination level of this report is
public, therefore its content will be disseminated after its approval by the European
Commission.

4.2.2 Interested/potential users
One of the main priorities of the HAIVISIO project is to support the community that
is built around the results generated by projects active in eHealth, Active ageing
and Independent Living. In this respect we have send email requests to people
sharing similar expertise and interest in the aforementioned domain and we have
built a community of 60 members who we call interested/potential users. These
contacts have received our welcome invitation email, they have registered to the
HAIVISIO website, subscribed the EU project they are working on, and some of
them their assets, as well. This community is publicly available at the project
website, so anyone interested can explore this community anytime, having also the
option to search by the field of expertise, and finally join this community.

Copyright © HAIVISIO Consortium
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Figure 2: HAIVISIO community of interested/potential users
All the above people are reached through mass media communication activities
(email invitation, leaflet distribution) and in some cases through interpersonal
communication between project consortium members and audience, during the
awareness and raising events that HAIVISIO organised during the reported period.
The most significant outcome we have from the creation of this community is the
pool of the registered research and innovation project assets which will
facilitate the synergies establishment between relevant projects. This is a success
of the important tool of the HAIVISIO project which categorises the registered
projects according to their: type, expertise, and what they are looking for
through a potential synergy.
The table below shows the results we have now in numbers, and the charts
underneath the given corresponding picture.

Number of registered projects

45

EU Research and innovation Project (FP7)
Project Coordination and Support Action (CSA)
Type:
EU Research and innovation Project (CIP)
EU Research and innovation Project (AAL)
eHealth
Project Independent Living
Expertise: Ageing
Health Literacy
Access to a network
Create a Network of Interest
Looking for Connectivity to other living labs.
Collaboration
Organise an event

Copyright © HAIVISIO Consortium
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Table 3: Registered projects categorization

The vast majority of the projects which registered to HAIVISIO website are funded
in the context of the FP7 Framework, then there are a lot projects funded by AAL
and less by CIP.

Figure 3: Categorisation of registered projects per type

It seems that most registered projects are active in the field of eHealth with
significant assets while a few projects are carrying out research on the field of
Health Literacy.

Figure 4: Categorisation of registered projects per field of expertise

Copyright © HAIVISIO Consortium
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One of the most important pieces of information that we extracted is related to the
needs of projects active in the same domain with HAIVISIO. The chart below shows
that most projects are interested to access a network of projects active in the
same domain, and create a Network of Interest.

Figure 5: Categorisation of registered projects per interest

The impact is the enhanced visibility and awareness of 45 EU projects and
results in the field of eHealth, Active ageing, and Independent Living by supporting
this community offering the collaborative website HAIVISIO tool and the
invitation to the several events organised.

4.2.3 Passive/non-responsive users
We are continuously enlarging this contact list and in the meantime our main
priority is to engage them to the community of interested/potential users, starting
from their registration to HAIVISIO website. Therefore, our future activities towards
this goal will be to send a more formal invitation email on behalf of the European
Commission followed by a telephone call.

4.3 Community Group
Regarding the Community Group, we have a series of contacts which we organised
under this group and we enlarge it continuously. In particular, currently we have
1. A list of 1051 contacts that includes the passive users of the Network of
Interest and 165 contacts that joined our Social media and are publicly
available.
2. A list of 20 contacts of multipliers, e.g., journals, conferences and websites,
that already target (parts of) the audience defined above.
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In order to gather these contacts we followed the steps of the strategy we defined
at the previous version of Dissemination plan and progress report. More
specifically:
a) We created a common document where all consortium members added the
projects and the networks they knew already from previous experience.
b) Afterwards, each individual partner approached its close contacts through
email introducing the HAIVISIO project.
c) Finally, these contacts were approached through all the mass media
communication activities.
In terms of this Community Group, current impact is to connect with peers, share
information on project activities and keep them engaged in order to help them
understand the potential impact of our community and consequently, to become
active contributors to our Network of Interest.

4.4 Collaboration with related projects
In order to strengthen the effectiveness and impact of EU projects in eHealth,
Active Ageing and Independent Living throughout Europe, HAIVISIO aims to liaise
with relevant research-related initiatives and projects and establish long-term
relations with them.
The expected impact of the project through these collaborations include:


The promotion of interoperable assets through our community and assets
catalogue online.



The knowledge transfer on eHealth project assets identification and
categorisation methodology.



The online working space usage by related projects.



The connection with our events/workshops.

In order to strengthen the effectiveness and impact of EU projects in eHealth,
Active Ageing and Independent Living throughout Europe, HAIVISIO aims to liaise
with relevant research-related initiatives and projects and establish long-term
relations with them.
During the first project year, HAIVISIO has established collaborations with the
following related projects:
Related project: MOPACT http://mopact.group.shef.ac.uk/events/mopact-activeageing-forum/
Type of collaboration: To share and inform about each other’s project progress
and results whenever applicable. To inform about relevant public events.
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Engagement approach: Sent email with information about HAIVISIO, invitation to
register on the website and to cooperate with HAIVISIO in the area of Active
Ageing.
Both projects participated in the INNOVAGE Stakeholder Forum in Riga on 2425/09/2014, the EU Marketplace for eHealth & EIP on Active and Healthy Ageing in
Brussels on 22/09/2014, the AAL Side event at European Open Days “Why
investing in ICT for ageing? A regional perspective” in Brussels on 08/10/2014 and
the eHealth: Independence and Inclusion in the 21st century, AER conference in
Letterkenny on 21/10/2014.
Related project: INNOVAGE http://www.innovage-project.eu/
Type of collaboration: To share and inform about each other’s project progress
and results whenever applicable. To inform about relevant public events.
Engagement approach: Sent email to the coordinator with information about
HAIVISIO, invitation to register on the website and to cooperate with HAIVISIO in
the area of Independent Living.
HAIVISIO was presented during the INNOVAGE PSC meeting in London on
31/01/2014 as well as during the INNOVAGE Stakeholder Forum in Riga on 2425/09/2014.
Related project: AFE-INNOVNET http://www.afeinnovnet.eu/
Type of collaboration: To share and inform about each other’s project progress
and results whenever applicable. To inform about relevant public events.
Engagement approach: Personal meeting with coordinator to discuss cooperation
in the area of eHealth, Active Ageing and Independent Living. AFE-INNOVNET
participated in the HAIVISIO workshop during the Open Days.
Related project: DOREMI http://www.doremi-fp7.eu/
Type of collaboration: To share and inform about each other’s project progress
and results whenever applicable. To inform about relevant public events.
Engagement approach: Sent email to the coordinator with information about
HAIVISIO, invitation to register on the website and to cooperate with HAIVISIO in
the area of eHealth, Active Ageing and Independent Living.
Related project: ENGAGED http://www.engaged-innovation.eu/
Type of collaboration: To share and inform about each other’s project progress
and results whenever applicable. To inform about relevant public events.
Engagement approach: Sent email to the coordinator with information about
HAIVISIO, invitation to register on the website and to cooperate with HAIVISIO in
the area of eHealth, Active Ageing and Independent Living.
Related project: Urban Health Centre 2.0 http://www.uhce.eu/
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Type of collaboration: To share and inform about each other’s project progress
and results whenever applicable. To inform about relevant public events.
Engagement approach: HAIVISIO was presented during the Urban Health Centre
Steering Group Meeting in Rjeka on 22/09/2014.
Related project: SmartCare http://pilotsmartcare.eu/home/
Type of collaboration: To share and inform about each other’s project progress
and results whenever applicable. To inform about relevant public events.
Engagement approach: Both projects were presented during the INNOVAGE PSC
meeting in London on 31/01/2014 and the AGEING WEALTH Conference in Modena
on 16-17/10/2014.
As a final step of the agreement, the consortium has developed the Protocol for
collaboration (ANNEX B).

5 Current progress
5.1 Overview
During the second semester of the project progress is characterised mainly from
the several events which have been organised by the consortium. Dissemination
activities focused on the organisation, the promotion of such events and the
engagement of more relevant stakeholders and EU research projects to the
HAIVISIO community. In the meantime, interpersonal communication
activities (interviews, events) helped us to extract several project results
especially in the context of asset mapping that forced us to develop and distribute
our knowledge through mass media communication (website, toolkits, Social
media, press release, Newsletters). Underneath, is described in details all the
corresponding information in relation to our dissemination activities carried out
during this period.

5.2 Website
The project website content has been carefully enhanced. Most of the project
outcomes are published to the project website http://www.havisio.eu/ . The
website content was continually updated. This last period, we had the following
updates:


Advise and Training services: http://haivisio.eu/get-advice-and-training/

This webpage presents all the training modules, information about past and
forthcoming training courses, as well as the training material available for
downloading.

Copyright © HAIVISIO Consortium
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Figure 6: Screenshot of the webpage about Advise and Training Services
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Services to enhance visibility: http://haivisio.eu/enhance-visibility/

This webpage presents all activities that HAIVISIO team carries out in the context
of increasing research projects’ visibility.

Figure 7: Screenshot of the webpage about Enhance visibility
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Consultancy Forum: http://haivisio.eu/forumpress/

This webpage is the Forum where HAIVISIO members create discussion topics open
to the public. All registered members can write their questions or opinions on any
topic and get responses, both be registered members either by the HAIVISIO team.

Figure 8: Screenshot of the webpage about Consultancy Forum



Community:
People:
http://haivisio.eu/people/,
Organisations:
http://haivisio.eu/organisations/, Projects: http://haivisio.eu/projects/ ,
Assets: http://haivisio.eu/assets/

The Community part of our website
organisations, projects and assets.

Copyright © HAIVISIO Consortium
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Figure 9: Screenshot of the webpage about Community: People
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Figure 10: Screenshot of the webpage about Community: Organisations
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Figure 11: Screenshot of the webpage about Community: Projects
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Figure 12: Screenshot of the webpage about Community: Assets

The visits in the website were increased in relation to the previous period. The
current website statistics from May – November 2014 based on Google Analytics
are the following:
2.704 Sessions: A session is a group of interactions that take place on your
website within a given time frame.
1.231 Users: The Users metric shows how many users viewed or interacted with
your content within a specific date range.
12.246 Pageviews: A pageview is recorded every time a page is viewed.
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Figure 13: Statistics

The HAIVISIO portal is first on the list when you search it through Google, as
HAIVISIO. Underneath the link, some basic sitelinks are also presented.

Figure 14: Screenshot of the Google search webpage when we look for HAIVISIO
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5.3 Newsletters
On September 2014 the 1st issue of HAIVISIO Newsletter was circulated to the
audience.
Click here to download the file:
http://haivisio.eu/?smd_process_download=1&download_id=1844
The main transferred knowledge was about:


Description of HAIVISIO project



Training Courses on dissemination and communication techniques we
organise, describing the content and outcomes.



The roundtable we organise in the context of business modelling.



The outcomes we have from the activities we carry out in relevance to the
research and Innovation Project Asset Mapping.

This Newsletter was delivered to an audience of around 80 projects active in
Ageing, e-Health and Independent Living and more than 200 contacts of EC
officers, JPI, AAL, KIC, EIP AHA members, etc.
We count the level of audience reached through the number of its download
through the HAIVISIO website, which currently has 104 downloads.
On November 2014 the second issue of the Newsletter was circulated to the
Community group.
Click here to download the file:
http://haivisio.eu/?smd_process_download=1&download_id=2032
Its main content was about:


The HAIVISIO Matchmaking event that promoted project results



The 2nd Training Course on dissemination and communication techniques we
organise, describing the content and outcomes



The collaboration between HAIVISIO project and ENGAGED Thematic
network project

5.4 Press releases
The official Press release has been published at CORDISWire (Community
Research and Development Information Service). The Press release main message
is about “Enhancing eHealth, Active Ageing and Independent Living project results
towards H2020”.
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/141727_en.html
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The press release about “Bridging the gap between EU research results and service
provision” has been published at the DIGITAL AGENDA FOR EUROPE.
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/news/bridging-gap-between-eu-researchresults-and-service-provision-0
The press release about the Workshop “Paving the way for eHealth, active ageing
and independent living products and services generated by European Research &
Innovation projects” has been submitted for publication through at the OPEN
DAYS
12th
European
Week
of
Regions
and
Cities.
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/conferences/od2014/index.cfm
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/opendays/od2005/fo/ViewWorkshop.do?doActi
on=viewWorkshop&previousDoAction=openFOSearchWorkshopsDialog&workshopId
=1e2753d946cf65f40146d34951f3012c&conferenceId=1e2753d942a0982401465b
701ae80006
HAIVISIO article main message about “Join HAIVISIO community”” is published at
the AgeingWell Network Newsletter #03/2014 May-June.
http://89.152.245.33/dotnetnuke/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=IEIdjbkkw6Y%3d&tabid
=927
The press release about “workshop on new solutions for active ageing, eHealth and
independent living at CoR Open Days” is published on CoverAGE for July-August:
http://www.ageplatform.eu/index.php?option=com_acymailing&ctrl=archive&task=view&mailid=13
5&key=b873d7efddfe2db5522bbbded88a7285&tmpl=component
The press release announcement about “HAIVISIO kick-off” is published on the
CoverAGE issue of December.
http://www.ageplatform.eu/images/stories/EN/CoverAGE/EN/Coverage_Dec2013.pdf

5.5 Events
5.5.1 Awareness Raising and networking events
During the current period HAIVISIO project has organised three events:


eHealth Forum, Athens, 14 May 2014, 100 leaflets, 50 participants, 150
invitations



European Open Days 2014, Brussels, 9 October 2014, 100 leaflets and
100 printed tailored materials, 150 participants, 300 invitations



Ageing Wealth Conference, Mirandola, 17 October 2014, 100 leaflets, 50
participants, 100 invitations
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To sum up, we have invited 1.065 contacts at participate in these events. During
the events we promoted 17 ICT projects results of the active projects and
distributed 300 copies of information material to our 250 participants.
The overall description about the Awareness Raising and networking events is
presented at the Deliverable “D4.6 Awareness Raising and networking report
M12”.

5.5.2 Mentoring, consulting and training events
Within the first project year, we have been taught to the 20 participants through
two training courses:


Training course on Dissemination and Communication Techniques
and Tools for European projects, May 14 2014, Athens, Greece, where
we invited 20 contacts who are working on EC projects in the same domain.
We distributed 20 project leaflets to the participants, 20 examination tests
for CANVAS as a Business Modelling tool and the example of ToC for the
Dissemination plan is available through the website, which currently has 58
downloads.



Training course on Dissemination and Communication Techniques
and Tools for European projects, 9 October 2014, Brussels, Belgium,
where we invited 50 contacts who are working on EC projects in the same
domain.

To this end, we have organised the following training session modules:


Module 1 – Basics in dissemination of European funded projects



Module 2 – Planning in R&D&I Communication, Dissemination, and Social
MEDIA 2.0



Module 3 – Deconstructing our webpage



Module 4 – Organisation of a successful event



Module 5 – Exploitation and Valorisation of project results



Module 6 – CANVAS as a Business Modelling tool

The detailed description about the Mentoring, consulting and training events is
presented at the Deliverable “D3.5 Training Material”.
There is also a training platform that is currently being created where more
downloads can be found:
http://haivisio.usefedora.com/

5.5.3 Synergy events
HAIVISIO project team has organised the HAIVISIO Matchmaking event,
Brussels that took place in Brussels on 22 September 2014. During this events 100
leaflets have been distributed to the audience of “EU Marketplace for eHealth & EIP
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on Active and Healthy Ageing” event which hosted the Matchmaking event and 30
printed tailored materials have been distributed to the participants of the
roundtable. The last material is also available for downloading at the project
website and it has currently 41 downloads.
A remarkable number of approximately 30 people participated at the HAIVISIO
roundtables, including business stakeholders, SMEs, European Commission
employees, and European project partners.
HAIVISIO project members presented:


the early work undertaken within HAIVISIO, focusing on the exploration of
strategic communications and synergies across projects in the e-health,
ageing well and independent living domains



the explored range of reference frameworks to provide a cross-project
analytical frame that could span the range of assets, capabilities and
challenges identified by the projects



the strategy exploration model, and- the initial analysis of the assets and
exploitation challenges of the currently engaged active projects within the
HAIVISIO community yields a set of key objectives to be incorporated into
downstream strategic communications and synergies action plans.

Our morning session discussions led to the conclusion that research and academia
have different objectives than the ones of companies. This issue makes difficult to
reach the market in a more effective way. The final goal of both should not be to
commercialize the whole thing together but also the parts to obtain better benefits.
Besides, Regions are being aligned with H2020 and the strategies go more in the
direction of bigger pilots and more efficient planning.
Moreover, the afternoon session discussions enhanced the above conclusion, stating
that the nowadays the market fragmentation is huge and this is a problem when
new things try to enter it, e.g. AAL projects are already commercial products in the
market. Instead of creating new integrated solutions it is important to think about
interfacing with different pieces of existing solutions. Healthcare is still a market
where we need a change, it is important to look to other markets to look for best
practices that may be applied to our market and make it exploit. The HAIVISIO
project will continue the analysis of EU projects assets and barriers to market
penetration, and will spread the information with all the registered members to the
website.
During the conference eHealth: Independence and Inclusion in the 21st
century, AER in Letterkenny on 21/10/2014, HAIVISIO carried out a synergy
meeting with three projects (AFE-INNOVNET, SMART CARE, ENGAGED). The
discussion topic in this meeting was about innovations for active and healthy
ageing. This group of people was keen to hold more regular meetings on the topic
of active and healthy ageing in the home and wanted to start with an electronic
discussion group. They were particularly interested in:


Exchange of good practices.
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Exploring how to get involved in pilots in e.g., the fields of education and
training, regional development, “smart specialisation strategies”, and
technology.

It was agreed that the group would start using the HAIVISIO platform to discuss a
wide range of ICT- and eHealth-related topics.

5.6 Social media platforms
HAIVISIO uses social media channels to develop links with stakeholders active in
the field of eHealth, Ageing and Independent Living and to broadcast its messages.
The main channels are:


LinkedIn because of its widespread in professional communities; and



Twitter for its ease of use and its ability to reach multipliers.

During the last project period, new content and
http://www.haivisio.eu/ is forwarded to these platforms.

news

published

on

The HAIVISIO social media channels and the results received so far are shown in
the following table:
HAIVISIO LinkedIn Group Profile
Group Name: HAIVISIO
Group Type: Professional Group
Summary:

Coordination and Support
Action project, aimed at
enhancing
visibility
and
awareness of the results
generated
by
eHealth,
Active
Ageing
and
Independent
Living
projects, supporting community building around these results,
through a series of communication and synergy exploitation
activities.

Description:

This group serves to connect EU Research and Innovation projects
(FP7, CIP, AAL projects), Coordination and Support Actions (CSA),
Thematic Networks and external stakeholders interested in eHealth,
Ageing and Independent Living. We encourage you to bring your
questions, experience and ideas to the table – and support
exploitation of projects results.

Link:

http://gr.linkedin.com/groups/Haivisio-7415897

Owner Email: info@haivisio.eu
Access:

Request to join

Language:

English

Members:

23

Posts:

15
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HAIVISIO Twitter Account Profile
Account Name: HAIVISIO
Description: HAIVISIO: FP7 Coordination
and Support Action aimed
at enhancing visibility and
awareness
of
eHealth,
Active
Ageing
and
Independent
Living
projects. #haivisio #csa
#ageing
#independentliving
#ehealth
Link:

https://twitter.com/HAIVISIO_EU

Followers:

142

Following:

141

Tweets:

54

HAIVISIO
Profile

Pinterest

Account

Owner Email: info@haivisio.eu
Access:

Request to join

Language:

English

Link:

http://www.pinterest.com/haivisio/

Pins:

34

Access:

Available to public

Table 4: Social network profiles

All these social media accounts have been used for sharing with a wide audience
the project presence at events, Newsletters, press releases, pictures, etc. All these
accounts are linked so as the same post reaches the target audiences of all
accounts.
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6 Dissemination impact assessment
The following table summarizes the indicators
dissemination targets per each project period:

according

to

the

different

Dissemination strategy objectives
Achievements
M1-M12

Indicator

Target

Review current status, opportunities and prepare the ground for the
expected impact
Number of awareness events organised

3

3

Number of invitations sent for Awareness
Raising and networking events

1.065
(all contacts)

500

Number of copies of information material 300
distributed during Awareness Raising and
networking events

500

Number of ICT projects and/or results
promoted through the Awareness Raising
and networking events

17

25

Number of participants at Awareness
Raising and networking events

250

200-300

Number of mentoring, consulting and 8
training events organised

15

Number of invitations sent for mentoring,
consulting and training events

70

50

Number of copies of training material
distributed

98

200-300

Number of participants attended the
mentoring, consulting and training events

24

40-60

Number of Synergy events organised

2

4

at

8

20

Number of synergy topic promoted at
Synergy events

3

4

Number of projects
Synergy events

participating

Address stakeholders, projects and their results
Number of project and
profiles in online database

stakeholders

Projects: 35
People: 44
Organisations:8
Assets: 32

1.000

Systematic use of a variety of dissemination techniques / means to reach
www.haivisio.eu
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and involve the target groups
Website created

1

Number of visits in the project’s website

2.704 Sessions

1
4.000

Logo created

1

1

Leaflet created

1

1

Social Network accounts

3

3

Twitter followers

142

n/a

Linkedin members

23

n/a

Number of Newsletters

2

4

Number of publications

6

15

Integrate knowledge coming from projects and maximise HAIVISIO
impact.
No of collaborations

7

n/a

Table 5: Dissemination impact assessment
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7 Consortium complementarity
As we already defined, the dissemination strategy acts as a common guide, while
project partners tailor their dissemination activities according to the nature of their
organizations and field of excellence. During the first year of the project every
partner based on own local plan carried out a series of dissemination activities.
More specifically:
During the events most consortium partners were collaborating with different
roles, based on their expertise and project commitments. The table below shows
the partners’ kind of involvement in each event.
Event
Workshop “Paving the way for
e-Health, active ageing and
independent living products
and services generated by
European
Research
&
Innovation projects”

Partner
AGE

Event
organisation
support
(webpage creation, invitations,
etc)

ATOS

Event Moderator and speaker:
Blanca Jordán Rodríguez was
the
Chair/Moderator
and
introduced HAIVISIO to the
audience.

DKiT

Rodd Bond presented the:
Bringing
the
chasm
from
research and Innovation to
sustainable
socioeconomic
impact.

HIM

Event organisation

More information:

Training
course
on
Dissemination
and
Communication Techniques and
Tools for European projects
9 October 2014, Brussels, Belgium

VILABS

Event
organisation
support
(webpage creation, invitations,
etc)

ATOS

Blanca
Jordán
Rodríguez
presented the Module about the
CANVAS as a Business Modelling
Tool, showing the template
that can be used for partners in
a project to collaborate and
make
their
own
business
models.

HIM

Carmen Ceinos presented the
module about Exploration and
valorisation of results.

More information:
http://haivisio.eu/haivisio-2ndtraining-course/
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VILABS

9 October 2014, Brussels, Belgium.

http://haivisio.eu/haivisioworkshop-in-brussels/

Role
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The Roundtable “From projects
to products: aligning assets for
Active and Healthy Ageing in
the Silver Economy”
22 September
Belgium

2014,

Brussels,

AGE
VILABS

Event
organisation
support
(webpage creation, invitations,
etc)

ATOS

Blanca
Jordán
(Coordinator,
Atos,
Spain)
was
the
moderator of the discussions.

DkIT

Developed the documentation
for the Round table discussion
topics

DkIT

Rodd Bond
speaker.

HIM

Event organisation

More information:
http://haivisio.eu/haivisioroundtable-in-brussels/

Training
course
on
Dissemination
and
Communication Techniques and
Tools for European projects
14 May 2014, Athens, Greece

Forum

in

12-14 May 2014, Athens, Greece
More information:
http://haivisio.eu/haivisioworkshop-in-athens/
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the

main

Event
organisation
support
(webpage creation, invitations,
etc)

HIM

Carmen Ceinos presented the
modules
about
Basics
in
dissemination
of
European
funded projects, Planning in
R&D&I
Communication,
Dissemination,
and
Social
MEDIA 2.0, Deconstructing our
webpage, Organisation of a
successful
event
and
Exploitation and Valorization of
project results.

ATOS

Blanca Jordan Rodriguez was a
speaker and presented the
Module about CANVAS as a
Business Modelling tool by
introducing to the audience this
model ant its potential impact to
the projects.

http://haivisio.eu/training-course/

eHealth

was

VILABS

More information:

The 2014
Athens

Event organisation

VILABS

Event organisation

VILABS

Apostolos
Vontas
was
the
speaker
of:
"HAIVISIO
community: Enhancing visibility
and exploitation potential of ICT
Solutions
for
Independent
Living".
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Apart from the events that HAIVISIO project consortium organised, partners have
participated in relevant events in order to:


Promote HAIVISIO



Coordinate with relevant EU projects, initiatives and instruments.



Liaise HAIVISIO with all relevant EU policies and research-related initiatives
and establish a long-term relation with EC officers.

Turning to the target audience, all partners provided contacts based on their field
of expertise. In particular:


ATOS, HIM and DkIT have provided a lot of contacts in several eHealth,
Independent Living and Ageing Well projects due to their participation in
various funded EC programmes (H2020, FP6, FP7, AAL, CIP, etc).



AGE has provided contacts of representatives of funding authorities and
other relevant stakeholders in the areas of ageing, e-Health and
independent living, EU Officers, as well as those who will benefit from it,
including representatives of older people, families, caregivers, health and
social care professionals and local and regional decision-makers.



VILABS has provided contacts through desktop research; e.g. project
websites, and project social media accounts.

All partners distributed the leaflet in any relevant local or international event they
attend or participate, explain to people the HAIVISIO benefits, and motivate them
to register at the project website.
Referring to the website forum, we have two main:


HAIVISIO synergies exploration consulting forum, content has been
initialised by DkIT.



HAIVISIO Training consulting forum, content has been initialised by
HIM.

Finally, the key project dissemination material has been developed by VILABS.
This includes, the website, leaflet, Newsletters, Social media diffusion, press
releases, presentations, etc. The content and design has been agreed with the
entire consortium. (see chapter 5)
The table below shows the update of the level of contribution to each dissemination
target by every project partner. The top row includes the dissemination targets,
already described above. The left column includes project partners’ acronyms as
well as the description of their expertise. The level of participation is marked with a
number of asterisks (*) between a partner and a dissemination target. The number
of asterisks indicates the size of each organization's involvement to each target.
The blue colour of asterisks indicates the current status:
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ATOS

**

***

*

***

AGE

A European network of around
167 organisations of and for
people aged 50+ which aims to
voice and promote the interests
of the 150 million senior citizens
in the European Union and to
raise awareness on the issues
that concern them most.

***

***

***

**

VILABS

SME
that
focuses
on
the
expansion of innovation through
the
creation
of
several
communities
of
experts,
organisations, technologies and
assets which share some common
characteristics and interests.

**

*

***

**

HIM

SME specialised in ICT solutions
for the monitoring and the social
inclusion of frail individuals (older
people, people living with long
term conditions or disabilities).

***

**

***

**

DkIT

Research centre focused ageing,
health,
technology
and
the
environment
carrying
out
research, analysis and synthesis
of active partners and project
assets.

***

***

*

***

Integrate knowledge

Address stakeholders,
projects and their results

The R&D&I hub that focuses on
combining economic exploitation
of research results with the most
up-to-date
technological
developments
and
high
awareness of human factors.

Partners

Systematic use of a
variety of dissemination
techniques

Review current status,
opportunities
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Table 6: Consortium complementarity
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8 Conclusions
The Dissemination Strategy submitted in May 2014 has been implemented
according to the plan. Moreover, it has served satisfactoryly the dissemination
objectives of the project.
During the second implementation semester of the project, HAIVISIO continued to
utilise and improve the infrastructure needed for dissemination and focused on
adding new members to the Network of Interest.
In the period covered by this Dissemination Strategy report, HAIVISIO continued
the planned activities towards the synergies with other research projects.
Moreover, HAIVISIO focused on engaging as many research projects members as
possible and enable them to share their project assets through the collaborative
HAIVISIO website. This activity contributed to the mapping analysis for the
Communications & Synergies Model, the cluster analysis, the comparative analysis,
and the word cloud visualisation.
The success of the HAIVISIO project depends on its dissemination and promotion to
the wider community of projects active in Ageing, e-Health and Independent Living,
towards the enhanced visibility and awareness of the results. Until now, the
consortium has organised a series of Awareness and networking events, and
participated in relevant conferences, workshops, etc. in Europe, promoting active
projects’ results reaching most of the targeted audience.
As the project evolves, the present Dissemination Strategy will be adjusted to
match the results and impacts of the project. The next Dissemination Plan will be
published on month 18.
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9 ANNEX A: BRIDGING THE CHASM from research and innovation to sustainable socioeconomic impact
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10 ANNEX B: Protocol for Collaboration

PROTOCOL FOR COLLABORATION
(PROJECT COORDINATOR NAME), having its registered office or based in (ADDRESS, CITY) on
behalf of (NAME OF THE PROJECT), which is focused on (MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT),
represented for the purposes of signature of this protocol by (NAME OF THE COORDINATOR
REPRESENTATIVE),
of the one part
and
ATOS SPAIN, SA having its registered office in Albarracín, 25 28037 MADRID (Spain),
represented by Mr. José María Cavanillas de San Segundo, and acting for the purposes of
signature of this protocol as coordinator of the Project HAIVISIO (FP7-ICT-2013-10, CSA,
project number 610419), which is focused on enhancing visibility and awareness of the results
generated by eHealth, Active Ageing and Independent Living projects in ICT, PSP and AAL
programs.
of the other part,
HAVE AGREED
To collaborate and to join efforts for promoting and enhancing the visibility for both projects.
In this sense, the parties have agreed the following:


To include each other’s project logo on the website of the project they are
representing, with a direct link to the respective website;
 To share and inform about eHealth, Active Ageing and Independent Living issues
whenever applicable, provided such information is not subject to confidentiality
obligations;
 To share and inform about each other’s project progress and results whenever
applicable, provided such information is not subject to confidentiality obligations;
 To inform about relevant public events each project is organising.
This protocol can be terminated at any time, by any of the parties, by sending a written
communication stating the reasons of such termination with a twenty (20) days prior notice.
SIGNATURES
On behalf of (NAME OF THE PROJECT)

Made in (CITY, DATE)

www.haivisio.eu

On behalf of the HAIVISIO Project
Atos Spain SA, Coordinator
Duly represented by José María Cavanillas de
San Segundo
Made in Madrid, (DATE)
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11 ANNEX C: Invitation Letter for interview
Dear _________,
HAIVISIO Project Update
Earlier in the year you very kindly discussed several dissemination and exploitation
aspects of your <project_name> project with Rodd Bond, of the HAIVISIO project
consortium. HAIVISIO is a coordination and support action aimed at enhancing the
visibility, awareness and exploitation of the results of eHealth, Active Ageing and
Independent Living projects. HAIVISIO supports community building around these
results through a series of communication and synergy fostering activities.
Over the period, the HAIVISIO team have undertaken an extensive project mapping
exercise based on the inputs of 17 active projects and are happy to report back to
you on progress to date. We attach a personalised document that provides you
with extracts of our initial feedback addressing some of the visibility aspects of your
<project_name> project. Specifically, the document outlines:






What you’ve told us, and what we understand about your communications
needs
Our initial analysis of the visibility and exploitation challenges within the 19
projects
An overview of our Haivisio reference framework and our initial draft
characterisation of the <project_name> project
An invitation to update your project characterisation with a self-assessment,
using the on-line Haivisio survey tool
An outline of several discussion groups we’re creating on the HAIVISIO web
site (www.haivisio.eu) where you can collaborate with others where you
share common challenges and synergies.

Finally, you are invited to participate in a training event we’re organising on the 9 th
October in Brussels (venue and time to be confirmed). The ‘Training course on
Dissemination and Communication Techniques and Tools for European research
project’ will run two sessions addressing:



The exploitation and valorisation of results of EU projects
Applying the business canvas tool for business modelling of collaborative EU
R&D projects.
We believe that these two sessions will be very valuable to you and your consortia
members, providing an opportunity to meet other e-health, ageing well, and
independent living projects addressing similar dissemination and exploitation
challenges.
Yours truly,
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